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ABSTRACT 

 

Parametric curves are extensively being applied in CAD design of a wide range of industries to 

represent the complex parts such as automotive, aerospace and dies/molds. The progress in 

computer-aided design (CAD) and computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) over the past few 

decades has significantly improved design and manufacturing efficiency. With today‟s 

technology, a part designed by a CAD system cannot be directly machined on a CNC 

(computerized numerically controlled) machine. A set of NC programs has to be prepared to 

drive the CNC machine. A specific tool path, the motion trajectory of the cutter center to be 

followed in the machining process, has to be clearly defined before preparing the NC programs. 

This paper presents the generate the geometry to design a tool trajectory through MATLAB 

program. The .igs neutral file of the required trajectory will get introduce to IGES READER for 

its parametric data extraction. Then after the extracted control point will be the raw material for 

MTALAB program to generate required cutter contact point for tool motion in the complicated 

spline trajectory. IGES READER software has been prepared through DEV C++ platform. The 

final simulated result is executed as an output of MATLAB. 

 

Keyword:- Spline, Bezier curve, NURBS, IGES,MATLAB 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The concept of a family of point sets is central to all modern modeling paradigms, including 

parametric modeling, feature-based modeling, modeling with constraints, modeling of 

assemblies and modeling of engineering tolerances. Boundary models are the most widely used 

representations of solid objects in many different application domains. They have some 

important properties that make their use within a geometric modeler very attractive. Geometric 

modeling has now become an integral part of any Computer-aided design (CAD) system. 

Freeform curve and surfaces give designers freedom to design products with functional, 

aesthetic, and ergonomic surfaces. However, it is difficult to generate complex freeform curve 

and surface to a high degree of accuracy. 
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Curve design is a challenging job for designer to design curves and surfaces in computer 

graphics, Computer Aided Design and Computer Aided Geometric Modeling fields. Beziers 

contribution to computer graphics has covered the road for CAD software. There has been a 

great deal of research on the problem of freeform motion synthesis. 

 

Parametric curves are extensively being applied in CAD design of a wide range of industries to 

represent the complex parts such as automotive, aerospace and dies/molds. However, most 

conventional CNC systems only provide linear/circular interpolators. Inevitably, there is a big 

gap between CAD design and CNC machining. In order to make up this gap, the traditional 

method is to divide the curves into a huge number of small linear segments, then input these 

segments to CNC systems. Inside CNC system, the linear interpolator conducts interpolation 

calculation and generates reference positions to drive the servo system of machine tool to finish 

machining movement. 

Any physical object can be viewed as a collection of points in Euclidean space. This is the basis 

for mathematical models of physical objects. Curve based surface creation technique is a 

challengeable topic now a days. Despite some promising results from space filling curve method, 

to be practically useful, more work on the machine dynamics and the surface finish is yet to be 

done [1],[2]. 

 

During the last few decades, spline models have been used successfully for CAD/CAM 

applications. In computer graphics and design “a spline is a curve that connects two or more 

specific points, or that is defined by two or more points. The term can also refer to the 

mathematical equation that defines such a curve” [3],[4] . Due to the widespread field of possible 

applications various methods may be formed for regenerative of the model through 

reconstruction phases [5],[6] . 

 

Bezier basis with shape parameter is constructed by an integral approach. Bezier basis curves 

with shape parameter have most properties of Bernstein basis and the Bezier curves. Moreover 

the shape parameter can adjust the curve‟s shape with the same control polygon. Many shapes 

are based on feature curves which have to have “perfect” shape in order to produce aesthetically 

pleasing surfaces [7],[8],[9]. The Bezier curve representation is one that is utilized most 

frequently in computer graphics and geometric modeling. 

 

A curve that actually passes through each control point is called an interpolating curve; a curve 

that passes near to the control points but not necessarily through them is called an approximating 

curve. Splines are a valuable tool in graphics [10], but they are often applied in a way not used 

by the mathematician. By importing the curve and surface data in IGES format, the deep drawing 

of arbitrary shape has been analyzed in the paper[11],[12]. 

 

This paper presents the modeling of Bezier curve through the parametric concept to define the 

geometry of the trajectory. The curve has been tested in MATLAB-10 through the proposed 

program. Individual program has been written for higher degree and higher order of the curve. 

The control points are the true points which are filtered from the IGES neutral file format 

exported through CATIA V-5. Based upon the lacuna of publication of Bezier curve through 
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MATLAB-10, and the discussion made with industrialized persons, it has been decided to 

represent the geometry of the trajectory through a suitable MATLAB program that will help full 

to the researcher for designing free form curves. 

2. INITIAL GRAPHICS EXCHANGE SPECIFICATION (IGES) : 

The Initial Graphics Exchange Specification (IGES) is a file format which defines a vendor 

neutral data format that allows the digital exchange of information among Computer-aided 

design (CAD) systems. The official name of IGES is “Digital Representation for Communication 

of Product Definition Data”, first published in January, 1980 by the U.S. National Bureau of 

Standards as NBSIR 80-1978. This IGES file is used here as a digital representation of freeform 

curve and surface data and it is an input part for IGES reader software to filter the entity index.  

The file is divided into 5 sections: Start, Global, Directory Entry, Parameter Data, and Terminate 

indicated by the characters S, G, D, P, or T in column 73. The characteristics and geometric 

information for an entity is split between two sections; one in a two record, fixed-length format 

(the Directory Entry Section), the other in a multiple record, comma delimited format (the 

Parameter Data Section), as can be seen in a more human-readable representation of the file.   

 

The spline data forms of the corresponding IGES entities in the following ways: 

 

 Degree :- The IGES parametric spline entities have their degree fixed at 3, but the degree                 

in these data structures is arbitrary (up to a limit of 12). The IGES rational Bspline entities 

are already of arbitrary degree. 

 

 Dimension :-  All the present IGES spline entities have coefficients with dimension fixed at 

3,   but the dimension in these data structures is arbitrary. 

 

 Rational  :-     The IGES parametric spline entities are not rational, but the IGES rational B-

spline entities, of course a rational. 

 

IGES is based on the concept of entities. Entities could range from simple geometric objects, 

such as points, lines, plane, and arcs, to more sophisticated entities, such as subfigures and 

dimensions. Entities in IGES are divided in three categories: (a) Geometric entities: such as arcs, 

lines, and points that define the object (b) Annotation entities: such as dimensions and notes that 

aid in the documentation and visualization of the object (c) Structure entities: Those define the 

associations between other entities in IGES file. 

 

First select the “sketch” icon of CATIA-V5 and then choose any one plane out of three plane: 

XY-plane, YZ- plane, ZX-plane. As a result grid will open for that plane. Now required sketch 

can be drawn by choosing the suitable icon: - line, circle, spline, planer patch etc. from the tool 

bar. After completion of the sketch the user has to go through constraint fixation text, so that the 

sketch will fix in its position. The constraint may be chosen by fixation of any set of entity as per 

the available constraint entities like:-distance, length, angle, radius/diameter, symmetry, fix, 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_file_formats
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CAD_data_exchange
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer-aided_design
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer-aided_design
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Bureau_of_Standards
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Bureau_of_Standards
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Bureau_of_Standards
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tangency, parallelism, perpendicular, horizontal, vertical etc for its fastening. After this, the 

sketch will be saved through its neutral format “.igs” mode as shown in the figure-1 for the 

exporting file. When the exported file will be imported by the user then the total sketch will be 

visualized as its digital code. Some of the IGES entities have been illustrated below as per their 

requirement for this research work.  

 
 

Fig.-1: Structure of IGES file 

 

3. ALGORITHM FOR DATA EXTRACTION MODULE : 

 

Step-1:  Read the imported IGES file in terms of .igs as an input for the prepared software of   

              this work. 

 

Step-2:  Store all data of .igs in an array named as “arr” in this software.  

              This allows as char arr[1000][81]. 

 

Step-3:  Row and columns are counted by comparing character of the given five sections of   

               IGES file. 
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Step-4:  A loop “for (i=0; i < row; i++)” will run to check every row to find the required entity  

              and the notation as per the developed logic. 

 

Step-5:  Check the parameter notation „p‟ in the column -73. If found then pointer will enter to  

              the parameter section to extract the required entity index.  

 

Step-6:  If pointer will found entity index-110, then further step allows the pointer to extract   

              the required data from the parametric section of the same entity as per its logic and   

              store in output file named as „merge‟. Once all data have been extracted it will search  

              for another entity. Go to step -4.  

Step-7:  Search for entity index-126. If pointer will found entity index -126, then instead of  

               running step-6, step-7 will continue. The search process will be same and all necessary   

               data are extracted and stored in „merge‟ file as per generated logic. Go to Step-4.  

 

Step-8:  Search for entity index-128. If found then extract the required geometric information  

              and stored in output file. Go to Step-4. 

Step-9:  In the case of failure of step -6, 7 and 8, go to Step-4. 

 

Step-10: After complete checking of all rows, stop the program. 

 

 

 
 

Fig.-2. Process layout of the proposed method: 

 

4.1.  BEZIER CURVES 

P. Bezier used an approximation technique in UNISERF software to define the outer panels of 

several Renault cars is named later as Bezier curve. The shape of Bezier curve is controlled by its 

defining points only. If the position of any point changes then the total Bezier curve will change 

globally. Bezier curve will not allow any addition of control point without altering the degree of 

the curve, i.e. Bezier curve with (n+1) control points always possesses n
th 

degree curve. The 

mechanism behind is that additional degree of freedom does not exist in Bernstein polynomial 

concept to provide flexibility in the degree of the resulting Bezier curve. 
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Bezier curve is defined by the following polynomial of degree n. (n+1) control points.   

P (u) =  𝑷𝒊 
𝒏
𝒊=𝟎 𝑩𝒊,𝒏 (𝒖)          …………….. (1)     

Where, 0 ≤  u ≤ 1  and  𝐵𝑖,𝑛   are Bernstein blending function.  

𝑩𝒊,𝒏 (𝒖)  =  
𝒏

𝒊(𝒏−𝒊)
  𝒖𝒊(1-u)

 n-i
   

4.2. NURBS PARAMETRIC CURVES 
 

A NURBS curve is briefly defined by the user by means of so called “control points”. These 

points can be regarded as vertices in a polygon, the “control polygon”. The curve does not 

necessarily interpolate the point (which is the case for an ordinary spline-curve). Normally the 

NURBS-curve is given such parameters that actually make it interpolate the first and last point. 

The intermediate points operate as magnets on the curve ( fig.-2). The control points are 

represented by “Pi”. Other parameters that control the shape of the curve is: the degree of the 

curve, the weights of the control points and the knot vector.  

 

For given knot vector U= {𝑢0 , 𝑢1 , 𝑢2 , ……… . , 𝑢𝑛+𝑝+1  }, weight vector W={𝑤0  , 𝑤1, ………𝑤𝑛} 

and control points „𝑃𝑖‟, 0≤ I ≤ 1, the p
th
 degree NURBS curve C(u)= {x(u),  y(u),  z(u)}is 

defined by :  

 

C(u) = 
  𝑵𝒊,𝒑

𝒊=𝒏
𝒊=𝟎   𝒖  𝑾𝒊 𝑷𝒊 

 𝑵𝒊,𝒑
𝒊=𝒏
𝒊=𝟎   𝒖  𝑾𝒊

 

 

Where, (n+1) is the number of control points and „p‟ is the degree of the curve,  𝑵𝒊,𝒑(𝒖) is the p
th 

 

degree B-spline basis function defined on the non-uniform knot vector  U. 

 

 𝑵𝒊,𝟎(𝒖) =  
𝟏        𝒊𝒇 𝒖𝒊 ≤  𝒖𝒊+𝟏  
𝟎            𝑶𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒓𝒘𝒊𝒔𝒆

  

 

 

 𝐍𝐢,𝐩 𝐮 =  
𝐮 − 𝐮𝐢 

𝐮𝐢+𝐩 –𝐮𝐢
 𝐍𝐢,𝐩−𝟏 𝐮 +  

𝐮𝐢+𝐩+𝟏 −  𝐮

𝐮𝐢+𝐩+𝟏 –𝐮𝐢+𝟏
 𝐍𝐢,𝐩−𝟏 𝐮  

 

Note- 
𝟎

𝟎
= 𝟎 

Where, 𝒖𝒊 , 𝒖𝒊+𝟏 ∈ 𝑼 =  𝒂,… . , 𝒂,𝒖𝒑+𝟏 , … . . , 𝒖𝒎−𝒑−𝟏, 𝒃, … . . , 𝒃  ,  
 

Some fundamental computer-aided design tools are used in the implementation of a NURBS 

curve, including knot insertion, knot refinement, knot removal and degree reduction. A designer 

can use these tools to change the knot distribution and obtain the desired shape. 
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Fig.- 3 : Modifying Weights: increasing the value of wi will pull the curve toward control point 

Pi (Left); Modifying Weights: decreasing the value of wi will push the curve away from control 

point Pi (Right) 
 

As the special case of NURBS when all weights are equal to one the it may be treated as B-

spline curve and Bezier curve. So, based on this special case of NURBS the geometric data so 

extracted from the imported .igs file get input through the proposed Bezier technique in the 

MATLAB program. This will generate the real coordinate for tool trajectory. This methodology 

follows point continuity. A large number of cutter contact points may generate and that will 

interpolate to form curve segments for tool motion. 

5. VALIDATION OF THE SOFTWARE THROUGH SIMULATED RESULT   

 

 

Example-1:  This .igs file (Fig.-3.2) will enter to the IGES reader software (Fig.-3.3) in the 

mode of part (number).igs as shown in the Fig-3.4. The extracted data will come in the prepared 

logical format (Fig.-3.5) as an output.  

 

A curved sketch made in CATIAV-5 and exported through its neutral format .igs to process 

planning system. The imported .igs file will be in the form as represented by the Fig.-2.  
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Fig.-3.1. Exported drawing of a spline              Fig-3.2: Imported .igs file for free formed 

spline    

                                                                              (2KB memory) exported through CATIA-V5 

 

  
 

Fig-3.3:- .igs reader prepared on the                 Fig.-3.4.: Proposed IGES reader access the 

DevC++ platform                                                imported part1.igs file to read and extract                                                                                       

.                                                                                     the   Parametric data. 
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Fig.-3.5: Output file of IGES reader for spline entity index-126, along with its control points in 

its output format named as “merge”. 
 

Example-2:- Simulated control points to generate the real coordinate of the curve have been 

tested with the help of proposed MATLAB program by keeping in mind for its extension work to 

path generation. Sample of curve-1 2, and 3 of developed path are shown in the fig.-4.1 and fig.-

4.2 for the given .igs file . The total loci of point for tool movement has been shown in the fig.-

3.3  

.  

Fig.-4.1 :-  Sample path of curve-1,3 and 2 in 3D representation 

  
Fig.-4.2:- Sample path of curve-1,3 and 2 in 2D representation 
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Fig.- 4.3 : Loci of points for tool trajectory of the imported .igs file 

6. CONCLUSION 

Geometry is the main primitive for computer graphics or Computer Aided Design linked to 

Computer Aided Manufacturing. For the manufacturing the sequence of points are required to 

cut the work piece. These loci of points construct the tool trajectory. The tool trajectory also 

contains the cutter contact points. Based on cutter location and cutter contact point the tool will 

move in the trajectory. This alternatively needs smoothness of the spline. The smoothness of the 

spline depends on the way of calculation of trajectory points and also need either of one concepts 

of C
0
 or C

1
 or C

2 
continuity. Here, for the easy generation of part programming code, the author 

has focused C
0
 continuity. A good result has been found from the work. This paper presents the 

work up to the tool trajectory declaration. The paper has started the work by receiving a freeform 

IGES neutral file and then extracts the required geometry from it for its application. The 

downstream of the work will utilize these data for tool trajectory model. The future work of this 

is to generate automatic CNC part program code as per our designed software written in DEV 

C++.  
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